Identification of a Pan-Gamma-Secretase Inhibitor Response Signature for Notch-Driven Cholangiocarcinoma.
Cholangiocarcinoma (CCA) mortality rates are increasing as a result of rising incidence and limited curative treatment(s) for patients with advanced disease. NOTCH pathway reactivation has been reported in biliary malignancies to conflicting degrees, hindering prioritization of key therapeutic targets within the network and identification of candidate responder patients for NOTCH-directed therapies. We analyzed genomic data from 341 patients with CCA and identified NOTCH1 significantly increased in a subgroup characterized by distinct stromal infiltration. Network-wide imbalance of the NOTCH pathway was seen in CCA, including correlation of NOTCH1 with NOTCH3 and NOTCH ligands. Given the diversity of observed NOTCH receptor engagement, γ-secretase modulation was rationalized as a therapeutic option. Indeed, subcutaneous transplantation of sensitive and resistant CCA cell lines pretreated with a γ-secretase inhibitor (GSi) cocktail demonstrated the antineoplastic effects of GSi in a subset of CCA and led to the development of a 225-gene responder signature. This signature was validated in an independent cohort of 119 patients. Further, this signature was enriched in liver tumors initiated by hydrodynamic injections of activated-NOTCH as compared with the AKT-RAS-driven tumors. Candidate GSi-responder patients were characterized by distinct transcriptomes overlapping with previous hepatobiliary metastasis and stemness, unique stromal properties, and dysfunctional intratumoral immune infiltration. Pan-cancer analysis identified 41.9% of cancer types to harbor prospective GSi-responder patients, which was adapted into a 20-gene GSi-sensitivity score metric capable of discriminating nanomolar versus micromolar sensitivity to a cell-permeable GSi (Z-LLNle-CHO) across 60 diverse tumor lines (area under the curve = 1). Conclusion: We have established a GSi-responder signature with evidence across several patient cohorts, as well as in vitro and in vivo models, to enable precision medicine application of NOTCH-directed therapy in CCA as well as prospectively across diverse malignancies.